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Bridging the Gap
VIU is building capacity in the construction
trades by exploring ways to encourage more
women to equip themselves with the skills
to get started in this high-demand industry.



Education Abroad

 Class of 2019



Alumni News

ALUMNI BENEFITS

As a member of the VIU Alumni Association, you have access to special group rates
and exclusive products and services that assist you in your personal and professional life.
Connect with us to learn more at alumni.viu.ca/alumni-benefits
NEW BENEFIT PARTNERS

AFFINITY PARTNERS

BENEFIT PARTNERS
Avis/Budget Car Rentals
Clearly
Deep Bay Marine Field Station
Harbour Air Seaplanes
Industrial Alliance
Milner Gardens Membership

Pets Plus Us - Pet Insurance
Port Theatre Discount
TD Insurance Meloche Monnex
Tigh-Na-Mara Seaside Spa Resort
Vancouver Canucks
VI Pest Control Ltd.

White Sails Brewing
VIU Campus Store (Nanaimo Campus)
VIU Campus Recreation & Mariner Athletics
VIU Library
VIU Hairdressing
VIU Residences

VIU (Malaspina) Theatre
Additional On-Campus Services
- Discovery Dining Room
- VIU Automotive Shop
- VIU Professional Baking
- VIU Spa Institute

Interested in becoming an alumni benefit card partner? Contact alumni@viu.ca

@VIU_Alumni

Ready for a new direction,
career advancement or
increased job security?
Whatever your reasons, VIU offers a variety of graduate programs
as well as shorter term educational opportunities to increase your
knowledge and help you get where you want to go.
If you're ready to explore the next phase of your education go to:
alumni.viu.ca/next-step
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Education is a lifelong journey
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(L-R) Sheila Warren, Dan Hurley, Jenn McGarrigle

Welcome to the 2019 edition of VIU Magazine! What an

office recently conducted a survey to better understand the

emotional and exciting year we have had so far. In June,

needs of our growing body of alumni, and we thank everyone

we said goodbye to President Emeritus Dr. Ralph Nilson

who took the time to respond. One of the key findings outlined

(see page 22 for some parting words from him) and

by the nearly 1,000 participants, the majority of whom live on

welcomed Dr. Deborah (Deb) Saucier in July. Flip to

Vancouver Island, is that our alumni want to see the office add

page 42 for more information about our new president

more benefit partners overall, and especially outside of the

and what excites her about joining the VIU team.

Nanaimo area. You’ll see in the ad on the inside front cover

We also explore the issue of the gender imbalance in two

that we have been working hard to deliver on this request.

different fields – science, technology, engineering and

Stay tuned for more to come!

math (STEM) and the construction trades. Thanks to all

As always, we want to hear from you! Are there topics you’d

of our faculty, students and alumni who contributed their

like us to cover next issue? Do you know a member of the VIU

thoughts on why the percentage of women entering some

community with an interesting story to tell? Please contact us

of these careers remains low – and what to do about it.

at communications@viu.ca. Thanks for reading,

Speaking of alumni, if you are one and are reading this, be
sure to check out the Alumni News section for stories about
what’s happening with your peers. Our Alumni Relations

Dan*, Jenn and Sheila
*Acting Managing Editor until January 2020, when Janina Stajic, Director of
Communications and Public Engagement, returns
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When there’s a will,
there’s a way.
Support a future VIU
student with a gift in your
will, or consider making
a gift today.

I am forever thankful to those
who have put these awards in
place; I hope to honour their
gift by applying myself and
using my education to give
back to the community that
makes all this possible.
Joseph Monaghan Bachelor
of Science, 4th year

Contact Jason to learn how
your gift can change lives:
250.740.6258
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VIU spotlight
EleV Learning Partnership Continues to Grow

VIU Indigenous Education Navigator Emmy Manson, left,
and Mandii Hopkins, a Criminology student.

An innovative learning partnership
headquartered at VIU is starting to
take root. It’s been two years since
EleV, a collaboration between VIU
and Indigenous communities that
is supported by the Mastercard
Foundation, launched. The program,
which aims to boost the number
of Indigenous youth accessing
post-secondary education, provides
scholarships; wraparound supports
such as Indigenous Education
Navigators, who follow students
throughout their journeys to help
them succeed; and career
advising to support the transition
to the workplace.
Mandii Hopkins, a Criminology
student, says that extra support has

made all the difference for her.
“The program has helped me by
being there every step of the way,
especially Emmy [Manson, Indigenous
Education Navigator],” she says.
“Emmy supports me in every way
possible, and I will never be able to
thank her enough. She is my family
when I am at school.”
Dr. Sharon Hobenshield, Director
of VIU’s Office of Aboriginal
Education and Engagement, says
the partnership continues to evolve
as VIU engages with Indigenous
communities and the different
needs Nations face become
more apparent.
“The Mastercard Foundation was
always adamant that this pilot
program exists to chart a better
way forward and that it should adapt
and change as we go in response
to the needs we are seeing,”
she says. “That is what we’ve been
doing, with their support.”
Since 2017, the Education Navigators
have been reaching out to
communities to recruit students
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and identify barriers. As a result of
these conversations, VIU is launching
a student internship program in
partnership with interested
Indigenous communities.
“After the first year, we did some
follow-up visits and communities
were talking about the need to build
internal capacity,” says Hobenshield.
“The student interns help fill that
need and in return, they receive
valuable experiences.”
The next stage in the partnership is
hiring an Indigenous Employment
Navigator, who will help students
with soft skill development, building
resumés and networking. Nearly 80
students were funded in year two
of the program, and 10 students
have already graduated and moved
on to the workforce.
Hobenshield is also excited to
see awareness of EleV growing,
both within VIU and in-community.
“That is how we are going to succeed
and draw more students in – by
building relationships and increasing
awareness,” she says. |
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VIU Mariners Make a Year to Remember

VIU Mariners women’s volleyball team celebrating at the Canadian Collegiate Athletic Association’s national championship.

The VIU Mariners athletic department
made history this year, bringing
home a record-breaking number
of gold medals.
The women’s and men’s basketball
and volleyball teams, women’s
soccer team and a member of the
Mariners golf team all scored gold
medals at the PACWEST provincial
championships this year. The Mariners
continued that momentum at
nationals, sending five teams and
bringing home two gold medals
and one bronze.

“I don’t think any other school in
the country has achieved the level
of success we have this year at the
national stage,” says Stephanie White,
VIU’s Athletic Director. “There are
many schools that have never gone
to nationals, let alone won a medal.
For us to do so well is incredibly
significant.”
The women’s volleyball team
set a new record for VIU by
scoring the first-ever consecutive
championship win at nationals.
The men’s basketball team grabbed

gold and the men’s volleyball team
secured a bronze medal.
Not only has it been a significant
year for medals, but the growth of
each team has also been exponential.
Two coaches who started with their
teams only two years ago – Kevin
Lindo, women’s soccer coach and
Tony Bryce, women’s basketball
coach – both won the PACWEST
Coach of the Year award for their
sport. Eighteen players received the
PACWEST All-Stars Award, and Harry
Fayle, a point guard for the men’s
basketball team, received the Athlete
of the Year Across All Sports award.
White says the new banners and
trophies are the end result of the
tireless hard work and dedication
the players, coaches and support
staff put into their sport.
“We love to win. We want to win
as a program. But that’s not what
we primarily focus on,” she says.
“We focus on helping our studentathletes be successful whether in
the classroom, in life or in sport.
That’s what our program is about.” |

New Course Sends Students into the Wild

Exploring the wilderness can positively
affect physical, psychological, social
and emotional development in
children and youth. However, few
programs in Canada train professionals
to facilitate wilderness exploration
opportunities for youth. VIU Child and
Youth Care Professor Stephen Javorski
is filling that void.

Therapeutic Applications of
Wilderness is open to both current
students and professionals.
Successful participants earn university
credits as well as a flatwater paddling
certification from the Recreational
Canoeing Association of BC.
The course includes classroom
theory followed by an intensive 11-day
canoeing and backpacking expedition
through Strathcona Provincial Park
– Vancouver Island’s largest park.
Students work in interdisciplinary
teams to create therapeutic wilderness
experiences that support the cognitive,
emotional, social and spiritual
development of youth. The program
combines backcountry travel with
character development through

nature-based contemplative practices
and advanced group management
training for challenging populations.
It aims to affect character development
for youth by directly educating the
young adults taking the undergraduate
course and preparing those students
to offer similar programing to youth in
their home communities. |
2019
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VIU and McGill Collaborate on
Indigenous Education Initiatives
A deep and shared commitment to
supporting the recommendations
of Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation
Commission have led McGill University
and VIU to form a unique collaboration
to create new opportunities in
Indigenous studies.
The two institutions are exploring
how they can work together to further
support research and learning in the
areas of Indigenous education and
Indigenous studies.
“By working together, we can
build bridges and learn from our
different experiences,” says Dr.
Christopher Manfredi, Provost and
Vice-Principal Academic at McGill.
“I look forward to seeing this
important collaboration develop.”

A working group that includes
representatives from both universities
and Indigenous communities was
formed last fall to discuss ideas and
initiatives to collaborate on, such as
new programs, research opportunities
and seminars.
“We are looking at opportunities
for student exchanges and ways
we can learn from each other in how
we provide education for Indigenous
students,” says Dr. Carol Stuart,
Interim Provost and Vice-President,
Academic at VIU.
“Post-secondary institutions have
a clear responsibility to build and
further the process of reconciliation,”
says Dr. Ralph Nilson, VIU President
Emeritus. “We must learn from

 r. Christopher Manfredi, Provost and Vice-Principal
D
Academic of McGill University and Dr. Ralph Nilson,
VIU President Emeritus.

Indigenous communities. We must
work together, sharing our knowledge
and experiences and, in doing so,
build understanding and heal
relationships between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous peoples for the
betterment of Canada as a whole.” |

Supporting Children Through the Opioid Crisis

Teri Derksen and Emma Gillis are broadening people’s perspectives on the opioid crisis.

Almost every person in Canada is
affected in some capacity by the
opioid crisis, and yet until this year
there was little support for children
and youth affected by this epidemic.
VIU’s Centre for Community
Outreach and Care (CCOC), operated
by the Child and Youth Care (CYC)
program, aims to fill that void in the
Nanaimo community by offering
support groups for children and
youth. They are also hosting
community dialogues with funding
from the Canadian Institute for
Substance Use Research.
“We created the community
dialogues with the intention of
creating a safe space for people
8 VIU Magazine

to learn, listen and voice their
experiences about the impact of the
opioid crisis on children, youth and
families,” says Teri Derksen, VIU CYC
Program Coordinator. “With every
event I attended, I learned something
new. It shifted how I related to the
issue and how I practice around the
crisis. We hope it made the same
impact on our community, broadening
people’s perspectives about the
epidemic and creating a better
understanding of how to create
positive change in our community.”
Emma Gillis spent her fourth year
in the Child and Youth Care program
creating space for community
members, service providers and the

general public to engage in
these meaningful dialogues.
So far, four dialogue sessions
have taken place.
The children and youth support
group sessions took place over a
five-week span in partnership with the
Nanaimo Community Hospice Society.
Sophia Lazeroff, a third-year student,
took the lead in contacting families
and setting up the support groups.
Youth aged 10-12 years old
participated in the group sessions.
“We partnered with Hospice,
which provided the space and a grief
counsellor to support the process,”
she says. “We created a safe place
where children and youth could come
and have their feelings validated.
We took a strengths-based approach
and offered coping strategies they
could use. I feel the experience really
honoured what they were going
through and reassured them that this
grieving is normal.”
The program will continue to
work with the community to offer
child and youth support groups as
a constant service. |

Cowichan Tribes Elders Teach
Land-based Sustainability Course

VIU's Cowichan campus offers a unique, land-based teacher education course.

Enhanced connections to the land,
a deeper appreciation for the culture
of local First Nations communities
and the desire to pass these
experiences on to others were key
takeaways for students enrolled in
this year’s land-based teacher
education course offered at VIU’s
Cowichan campus.
Co-created and co-taught by
Education Professor Nadine

Cruickshanks and eight Cowichan
Elders, the Sustainability and Teacher
Identity course takes a holistic,
experiential and land-based approach
to learning about sustainability.
Over eight weeks, the Elders guide
students through a number of cultural
experiences and protocol sessions,
inspiring students to commit to
continuing this work with their own
students once they are teachers.

“It’s about breaking barriers and
building bridges,” says Cruickshanks.
“We can only move forward with
the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’s calls to action –
and the direction of the new BC
curriculum – if we respectfully and
intentionally involve connections to
land, to First Peoples’ of this land, and
to the true history of these teachings,
injustices and significance.”
Cowichan Tribes Elder Rob George
Qwiahwultuhw says teaching this
course has been an empowering
experience for him.
“It gave us a voice. Our people
haven’t traditionally had a voice in
the community, in education,” he says.
“I think the students gained an
understanding of what we’ve been
talking about for years and years.
It’s important because these students
are going to change how things are
talked about in the school system.” |

Imagine VIU Campaign Launches

VIU students Brandon James Mason, Candace Bolard and Misha Zvekic are benefitting from the new learning spaces.

Three exciting new projects are
expanding opportunities available to
students at VIU’s Nanaimo campus.
Thanks to funding from the federal
and provincial governments, the
Dr. Ralph Nilson Centre for Health
and Science; an expanded and
renovated Automotive, Marine and
Trades Complex; and a District
Geo-Exchange Energy System

are increasing opportunities in
key programs and introducing
an innovative green technology
on campus.
While students and employees are
now enjoying these improved training
and classroom spaces, VIU is seeking
support to complete and equip the
spaces with the tools and technologies
students need. The institution is also

seeking gifts to support the students
learning in these new facilities.
“This is an opportunity to give
VIU students – the future workforce –
the best education possible,” says
Brandon James Mason, a student in
the Motorcycle and Marine Technician
program. “Students in these programs
are the future employees who will
work in the hospitals and in the
automotive shops.”
With a fundraising goal of
$5.5 million, the campaign invites
the community to make a gift to
help support the education students
receive in these important new
facilities. Donations can go towards
supporting the capital campaign in
general, or be targeted towards
student bursaries, awards and
scholarships. Visit viu.ca/imagine for
more details. |
2019
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VIU Retrospective: 50 Years of Academic Programs
In 1969, Malaspina College, VIU’s
predecessor institution, opened its
doors at the old Nanaimo hospital
site on Kennedy Street as a two-year
transfer institution, enabling 680
students to earn university credits
locally for the first time.
Retired History Professor Dr. Helen
Brown, who was hired in 1970, says
right from the beginning, the institution
offered a wide range of courses in
subjects such as physics, chemistry,
biology, history, sociology and English.
Even more significant was the transfer
system that was put into place.
“We worked really hard on securing
direct transfer of credits from institution
to institution – so students who took
Canadian history didn’t just get a
generic history credit; it was recognized
by other institutions as a Canadian
history credit,” she remembers.
Nanaimo was at the forefront of
lobbying efforts to establish the
two-year university transfer program

Malaspina College circa 1969.

model in BC, which Brown says was
unique in Canada. Around this time,
community colleges formed across
the province, including Selkirk,
Okanagan, Capilano, Douglas
and Cariboo.
The opening of Malaspina College
was life-changing for the students who
came, many of whom returned to
Nanaimo to work, remembers Brown.
“Plunging students from small
communities directly into a large

university made it difficult for them
to succeed,” she says. “Students who
attended Malaspina first were wellprepared by the time they transferred
for their third and fourth years.”
Malaspina quickly outgrew its first
home and in 1971 melded with the
Vocational Trade School at the Nanaimo
campus’s current location, becoming
the Malaspina College Vocational and
Technical Institute and later Malaspina
University-College in 1989. |

Creating Space for Innovation in Powell River

As the need to diversify resource
towns increases across the province,
the traditional mill town of Powell River
is stimulating its economy through
supporting entrepreneurship and
opportunities for creative innovation.
“It is not economically sustainable
to rely on one large employer.
The global economy is shifting,”
says Julie Froekjaer-Jensen,
Project Lead for the Creative
Economy and Innovation Initiative
and Professional Development and
Training Program Coordinator at
VIU’s Powell River campus.
10 VIU Magazine

The Powell River Creative Economy
and Innovation Initiative is a sector
development project tapping into the
existing cultural sector and creating
viable strategies for a communitybased innovation and co-working hub.
The initiative is a joint partnership
between the City of Powell River, the
Powell River Educational Services
Society, the Tla’amin Nation, VIU
and qathet Regional District.
“We have received funding
to co-design and deliver an
entrepreneurial ecosystem
development program, which will
consist of a variety of workshops
and training opportunities to
build entrepreneurial skills,” says
Froekjaer-Jensen. “It will also teach
students the stages of taking a
concept through to launch.”
The program will be offered for 18
months beginning in September 2019.

It isn’t a traditional university
program with credits and a
scheduled Monday to Friday
timetable – instead, community
members are invited to participate
in as many workshops or training
sessions as they can over the year
and a half.
“Another component of this
initiative is to create a co-working
space for community, entrepreneurs
and creatives to come together and
share ideas,” says Froekjaer-Jensen.
“The long-term outcome is to
foster the growth of a responsive
entrepreneurial culture that creates
impactful and sustainable solutions
in response to ongoing challenges,
while creating the opportunity for
new jobs and business growth in
the creative economy.”
For more information, visit
prinnovationhub.com.

For the Love of
A VIU professor and undergraduate
student are using drone technology
to fill a science knowledge gap on
stream flows.
Trekking through snow and ice in
the high alpine regions of BC’s coastal
mountains, loaded with specialized
tools used to take core snow
samples, is a labour-intensive job.
VIU Geography Adjunct Professor
Dr. Bill Floyd, the leader of VIU’s
Coast Hydrology and Climate
Change Research Lab, along with
VIU undergraduate student Trevor
Dickinson, hope to speed up the way
these important measurements are
taken in unique alpine forested areas.
“Most people don’t give a second
thought to the snow way up in the
mountains, but it is critical to water
supply, fish, forest ecosystems and
our economy,” explains Floyd.
Floyd hopes by using the drones
they will be able to expand their ability
to measure snow depth in a more

Snow

Trevor Dickinson uses drone technology to measure snow depth faster and more accurately.

accurate way over tens of hectares
at a time.
“How we do that is by flying a
double grid, back and forth with a
camera angle of 70 or 80 degrees
and an overlap of 70 or 80%,”
explains Dickinson. “The drone
takes numerous pictures at different

angles, from which we can create
a 3D model using software to tie all
the photos together.”
Drone technology combined
with remote sensing measurements
will provide an unprecedented amount
of data to estimate the volume of water
stored in the snowpack. |

Library Digitizes Historical Documents

VIU Librarian Ben Hyman aims to build on the library's
capacity to provide open-access content.

VIU Library is carefully and selectively
digitizing the content on their
bookshelves, making it accessible
to a global audience.
Following a digitization project last
summer when employees archived
the Nanaimo Pride Society’s historical
content, the library received a
$40,000 grant to digitize long-ago
issues of the Nanaimo Daily Free
Press (1874-1928) and Cowichan
Leader (1905-1928).
Both newspapers document
contemporary events and prevailing
social and cultural norms. By their

nature, these sources reflect the
experiences and perspectives of
European settlers. A digitized record
that is widely available allows for
consideration of what stories are
and are not present, says University
Librarian Ben Hyman.
“Creating an easily searchable
record of Nanaimo’s history is a step
towards enabling researchers,
students and the local community
to learn about the wrongs done in
our communities, acknowledge harm
and take steps toward reconciliation,”
says Hyman.
Also last year, VIU was one of
21 successful candidates from 213
applications to receive funding from
Libraries and Archives Canada and
the National Heritage Digitization
Strategy to digitize collections for
the preservation of Canadian
cultural heritage.

The library is digitizing 38 historic
texts and six maps from its Special
Collections. The collection features
naval expeditions along the Northwest
Passage, including narratives of the
journeys through what became
Canada. Missing from these texts
is representation of Indigenous
perspectives and contexts.
“Indigenous voices are scarce
in records of this kind – even when
the subject is ‘ethnographies of
Indigenous Peoples’ – so in an effort
to elevate Indigenous voices with
respect to these narratives, VIU
Library will invite Elders from local
communities to be aware of and
to reflect on selected works and
passages,” says Hyman.
The Library aims to continue
finding ways to decolonize historical
information and build upon its capacity
to provide open-access content. |
22001199
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Women of
Bridging the gender gap
BY JENN McGARRIGLE

Some of BC’s most rewarding and well-paying jobs are in the construction trades,
yet less than 5% of those jobs are held by women. Why aren’t more women choosing
these high-demand, fulfilling careers, and what can be done about it, especially in light
of the looming skills shortage? VIU faculty, alumni and students weigh in.
Jennifer Barton loves everything about the carpentry trade, from
designing projects, to using power tools, to being able to step
back at the end of the day and admire the progress she’s made.
The 35-year-old, who is enrolled in Vancouver Island University’s
Carpentry program after a six-year break from work while her
children were very young, recognized long ago that she does not
thrive in an office environment. Instead, she prefers to be moving,
and she’s enjoying – and doing well in – VIU’s hands-on, eight-month
foundation program.
Barton developed a passion for small-scale designs that incorporate
different sustainability elements during her former career as an
interior designer – a niche she hopes to explore more as a carpenter.
Her dream is to one day open her own business specializing in
eco-homes and offices. Yet despite her excitement, Barton had
reservations about signing up for the program, and she’s preparing to
work extra hard once she gets out into the workforce to prove herself.
“The trades are still male-dominated and it’s not a fully gender-inclusive
industry,” she says. “I’m preparing myself to get guff on the job site
and to work harder to show that I’m fully capable of doing it.”

12 VIU Magazine

Sophia Pope, a Carpentry student at VIU, works on a project in the shop.
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Carpentry student Jennifer Barton recognized long ago that she does not thrive in an office environment.

Addressing the Need
for Skilled Workers
More than 240,000 people work in
BC’s booming construction sector, but
it’s estimated that less than 5% of them
are women. Women represent just
9% – approximately 3,500 – of
registered apprentices working in BC.
Yet demand continues to increase for
skilled workers in the construction
industry, which offers a wide variety of
well-paying career choices. Last year,
the province pledged $1.8 million
over two years to projects aimed at
recruiting, retaining and advancing
women in the construction trades.
“Advancing women in the construction
trades is a key way to address the
need for skilled workers throughout
the province,” Melanie Mark, Minister
of Advanced Education, Skills and
Training, stated in a media release
announcing a new Builders Code
that aims to create a more supportive,

inclusive work environment. “We honour
the impact of tradeswomen by looking
for more ways to ensure their success
continues beyond the classroom.”
The province and key industry partners
hope to see women make up 10% of
BC’s construction trades by 2028, a
standard that hasn’t been attained by
any province in Canada yet. The new
code of conduct, launched on International Women’s Day this year with
partners, including the BC Construction
Association, Industry Training Authority,
WorkSafeBC and LNG Canada, is
supported by a series of innovative
services and resources for employers.

Searching for Solutions
At VIU, the Faculty of Trades and
Applied Technology is eager to help
become part of the solution. Last year,
only 6% of the students entering the
building trades and automotive, heavy
mechanical and heavy equipment
operator programs were female.

Labour Market Opportunities for Women in the Trades
• LESS THAN 5% of working women in the province are in the
construction trades.
• 903,000 JOB OPENINGS expected over the next decade according
to the 2018 Labour Market Outlook, with almost 80% requiring some
level of post-secondary education or skills training, including 41,000
jobs in construction trades.
• $74 BILLION: total estimated value of current major projects underway
in BC, in addition to the $40-billion LNG Canada project in northern BC.
Source: Province of BC
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“We need to do our part to figure out
how to make that more robust,” says
Glynis Steen, Dean. “Over the next
few years, we are building a strategy
that creates awareness of trades
and applied technology programs as
leading to viable career options for
non-traditional learners such as female,
Indigenous and international students.
The only way we can continue to
affect the mindset change is to
continue to have more and more
women in our programs.”
Steen says the faculty will be looking
at different options such as working
with school districts to build an
introduction to the trades program.
“Starting younger is important, getting
young women interested, showing
them they can be a viable part of the
industry,” she says. “A lot of it is
personality and what types of work
people are drawn to, but part of it
is simply that these types of careers
were never presented to them as
viable options. What many might not
realize is that while hard labour can
be involved in these careers, it’s not
just about banging nails into wood –
there’s a lot of problem-solving and
technical skills required to become
a successful tradesperson in this
day and age.”
Deanna Littlejohn, who has taught in
VIU’s Electrician program for the past
12 years, says exposing women to
these options at a younger age is
important. For her, having family

members in the trade motivated her to
explore it as an option 40 years ago.

have to find a job that enabled me to
work between those hours,” she says.

“I don’t think females are encouraged
to get into the trades unless their
parents are already in the trades and
recognize the benefits, such as making
good money right out of the gate and
the diverse, challenging pathways your
career can take,” she says. “It comes
down to marketing and exposure –
meeting other women who have been
successful and hearing their stories.”

Barton thinks the mindset shift is
coming. She was able to get funding to
enter the program through WorkBC’s
Single Parent Initiative, and when
she was doing some labour market
research to meet the program’s
entrance requirements, one employer
phoned her back specifically because
she was a female looking to get into
the industry and he was interested
in diversifying his employee mix.

Littlejohn, who worked for years in
a wide range of jobs, says she often
felt pressure to over-perform and
prove herself when starting a new job.
She says sometimes colleagues on job
sites will “test” their female counterparts, whether they’re aware that they
are doing it or not.

“We’re only getting the women
who are kicking down the door
and so resilient that nothing
breaks them down.”
“Just letting some of that wash off your
back is important,” she says. “You have
to have a strong personality and do
your job with blinders on sometimes.”
Cameron Frenette, Chair of VIU’s
Carpentry program, says the
foundation program consistently
enrolls two or three women per class,
and they are always exceptional,
above-average students.
“Basically, we are only getting the
most dedicated,” he says. “We’re only
getting the women who are kicking
down the door and so resilient that
nothing breaks them down; the rest
are not seeing that door as open yet.
I think stigma plays a big role – both
the stigma that a trades career is
something you ‘end up in’ because
you can’t hack it elsewhere, and also
the gender stigma – the belief that
it’s ‘men’s work.’”
One factor that may stop women
from entering the trades is the hours.
While many construction jobs still

feature long hours and early morning
starts, in many cases, women are
still responsible for a lot of day care
drop-off and pick-up duties, which
may make it difficult to make it to work
on time, says Frenette.

“I think there is definitely a movement
towards including more women,”
she says.

Barton, who struggled to find day care
so she could take the program, agrees.

Frenette would like to see more
scholarships and bursaries available
for women entering the trades.
He, like Barton, thinks change is
coming to the job site.

“I do have concerns as a single
parent – most day cares are open
from 7:30 am to 5:30 pm, so I would

“Barriers do still exist, but much
has changed and continues to
change,” he says. |

VIU Alum Balances Work and Curling
For Kesa Van Osch, who started VIU’s
foundation program in 2014 and completed
her fourth-year apprenticeship training
in 2017, carpentry is a natural fit because
she enjoys physical work and thrives in
a changing environment.
“With carpentry, what you’re doing varies
quite a bit from job to job, it’s never the
same, which is nice,” she says.
While she doesn’t feel singled out because of her gender at the worksite –
a circumstance she attributes to her employer, Knappett Projects, and the
respectful way the company treats employees – Van Osch says she is still
one of the few, and sometimes the only, female on the job site.
“If you talk to my mom’s generation, people that age are definitely shocked
that I’m a carpenter,” she says. “It’s seen as a male-dominated industry and
it still is, but it’s changing. You hear stories of supers who would yell and
scream, and that isn’t acceptable anymore. Still, you have to have a fairly
thick skin, especially when you first start. People bug each other and you
have to be willing to let some of that go.”
Van Osch, who is also a national-level curler, says she is a good example
of how employers can make unusual schedules work – when the curling
season gets intense, she’s spending her time on ice rinks instead of job sites.
“They knew when they hired me that I was a curler,” she says. “In the
wintertime, they joke around and call me ‘part-timer,’ but they always ask
how I did when I get back.”
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Women of
BY ANNETTE LUCAS

The white lab coat and plastic eye protection glasses may
not have changed in the past two or three decades,
but who is wearing them has. The number of women
entering science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) careers has increased in recent years,
but not enough. What needs to be done to ensure the
increasing number of women accessing STEM education
translates into more gender balance in the workforce?
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Men may continue to dominate
science, technology, engineering
and mathematics fields, but at
Vancouver Island University,
the number of women conducting
experiments, collecting and
analyzing data, and using science
and technology to solve real-world
problems is on the rise.
In 2016, more women graduated with
degrees in STEM than ever before,
according to Statistics Canada,
and 20% of women who attended
a post-secondary program chose
a STEM degree, compared to more
than 40% of men. VIU can boast
double the national average of females
enrolled in STEM, increasing from
40% in 2013-14 to 43% in 2017-18.
“We are extremely proud of the fact
we have high representation of women
in our programs,” says Chemistry
Professor Dr. Erik Krogh, who is
also Co-Director of VIU’s Applied
Environmental Research Laboratories
(AERL). “Many of those students have
gone on to lead successful careers in
chemistry and the sciences.”

The Gap
While it is encouraging to see more
women entering and contributing
to STEM fields, there is still work to
be done, especially in the fields of
engineering and computer sciences,
where the number of women entering
the profession is staggeringly low.
In 2015, Engineers Canada, a national
regulating organization, launched a
30 by 30 commitment to increase the
number of newly licensed engineers
who are women to 30% by 2030.
By 2017, the number had increased to
17%, up from 13% only two years earlier.
VIU Engineering transfer alumna
Tori Koelewyn is concerned industry is
only hiring female engineers because
of quotas. “As a female, I don’t want
to be hired because of my gender,
I want to be hired because I am the
best person for the job,” she explains.
A Women in Scientific Occupations
study conducted between 1991

and 2011 found the number of
women aged 25 to 34 employed in
computer science occupations fell
by about 4,000. The study may be
almost a decade old, but the trend
has continued.

Koelewyn says breaking gender stereotypes has to happen at a young age.
“You need to educate boys it is
healthy to show emotion as much as
letting girls know it is perfectly normal
to be interested in building with Lego,”
she says.
Science, technology, engineering and

Science, technology, engineering

mathematics jobs are some of the

and mathematics jobs are some

highest paying available, making the

of the highest paying available,

are not pursuing these careers even

making the question of why
more young women are not
pursuing these careers even
more important.

question of why more young women
more important. Nearly three-quarters
of the top jobs in our country require
STEM education and graduates earn
26% more on average. STEM careers
encompass a myriad of areas including
environmental protection, biomedical
device designing, water or food supply

“In two of my courses, out of 24
students I only had two women in
each class,” says VIU Computing
Science Professor Dr. Sarah Carruthers.
Carruthers believes media has
created a false image of what
computer scientists do. “A common
misconception is that computer
science is only working with computers
or fixing them,” she says. “There is
so much room for creativity. As a
computer scientist you can be writing
software to create art or music or
solving social problems.”

The Solution

improvements, building design, video
game development, sanitation and
renewable energy to name just a few.
Dr. David Bigelow, Chair of the
Mathematics program, says over the
past decade the ratio of males to
females enrolled in the math minor
program has levelled to about half
and half. Bigelow says people with
math degrees find jobs in tech,
artificial intelligence, communications
and government.
“Most people have very little idea
what real mathematics is about,
because it is not really the same
thing people experience in high school.

The sharpest drop in female
participation in STEM studies occurs
right after high school. The challenge,
says Chemistry Professor Dr. Alexandra
Weissfloch, is relating the sciences
to real life at the high school level
for both boys and girls.

Mathematicians are needed to

“There is a new trend in chemistry
called systems thinking – teaching
a science in context with other things
that are happening around you in the
world,” says Weissfloch. “You don’t just
learn to balance an equation, you learn
to balance an equation about what
is happening in the ocean when it is
acidified and how it is being acidified,
so everything has a context to it.”

Science graduate, believes the issue

figure out ways to move luggage
through airports. Amazon shipping
hires mathematicians. Any type
of scheduling problem is a
mathematical problem.”
Megan Willis, a VIU Bachelor of
of gender equity in STEM is not about
trying to encourage young women
to take an interest in science – that
interest is already there.
“I think the work now is to make
sure that the scientific community
is a place where women can actually
thrive and that they are not going
to be pushed out.”
2019
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The stories of three VIU alumni highlight the creativity and innovation that women are bringing to STEM fields and
are an inspiration to young girls interested in pursuing careers in these areas. Read on to find out how each of these
women is solving problems, answering questions and making the world a better place with their education.

MEASURING MOLECULES: Larissa Richards
contaminants to find the sources of
different volatile organic compounds
in the atmosphere.

Larissa Richards is happily challenging
the perception that all chemists wear
white lab coats and mix colourful
solutions in test tubes and beakers
in a sterile laboratory.
Richards is a PhD candidate in
chemistry at the University of Victoria
and is currently working on her
research project in VIU’s Applied
Environmental Research Laboratories
(AERL) under the supervision of
Dr. Erik Krogh, Co-Director of the lab.
Now in the final year of her PhD,
Richards is working in the Mobile Mass
Spectrometry Lab, a.k.a. the Mass
Specmobile, which is driven around
communities measuring trace-level

“I spend most of my time in the mobile
lab and then on the computer conducting data analysis, which is not what
people think of when they think about
chemists. We use advanced instrumentation to measure a chemical fingerprint
of the air as we drive, and that chemical
fingerprint changes depending on
where we are,” explains Richards.
For example, if the Mass Specmobile
drives by a gas station that is surrounded by trees, or through an area that
has many different types of industry,
the air might contain molecules from
each of these sources. Richards is
trying to de-convolute the chemical
fingerprint to figure out where the
molecules are coming from, and map
those sources over space and time.
Volatile organic compounds impact
local air quality, and have both
natural and human-made sources.
The Mass Specmobile is a powerful
tool for studying these molecules in
our community.

There was a time when research
wasn’t on Richards’s radar. Her
post-secondary journey began in
engineering physics, which she
dropped about a year and a half into
the program. When she came to VIU
to complete her degree with the goal
of becoming a high school math
teacher, she decided teaching at the
university level was where she wanted
to be, but that meant getting a PhD.
“It’s more than just becoming a
teacher. We need to train people who
can solve problems and getting a
science education helps with that.”
Richards says she ended up doing
her PhD in chemistry because of the
support and encouragement of the
faculty at VIU, particularly Krogh, who
exposed her to atmospheric chemistry
and research.
“Sometimes you just need to take
the right course with the right person
and then it can spark your interest in
something,” says Richards. “I really
enjoyed environmental chemistry and
Erik encouraged me to pursue that
interest in graduate school.”

TAKING SCIENCE TO NEW HEIGHTS: Megan Willis
Megan Willis is part of an interdisciplinary
group of environmental scientists
studying atmospheric chemistry
and how airborne particles affect
the climate.
As a Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada (NSERC)
post-doctoral fellow at Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab in California,
she spends her days focusing on
the molecular-level chemistry that
drives aerosol properties in the
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atmosphere – a role she never saw
herself in during her high school
years “just because it was totally
outside of my field of awareness.”
Her interest in environmental
chemistry was sparked by courses
and hands-on research at VIU.
“I honed in on how we can use
analytical chemistry to make
measurements of the atmosphere
and some of it just blew my mind,”
she says.

BUILDING BETTER MEDICAL EQUIPMENT: Tori Koelewyn
“I was fascinated specifically by
the way the body moves,” explains
Koelewyn. “I would read papers
on biomechanics and engineering
technology development, and when
I ate lunch with friends, I would watch
people walk by and pay attention to
how their body moved to make each
step. It sort of took over my life.”
Tori Koelewyn has spent a great deal
of the latter part of her engineering
degree designing complex biomedical
devices and equipment to help doctors
help people.
“To maintain a certain level of
happiness in my work life I need
a job that helps people,” says the
24-year-old, who started her education
in VIU’s Engineering transfer program.
“I think biomedical engineering is the
best place for me to do that.”
Koelewyn, who is from Vancouver
Island, entered the VIU Engineering
program right out of high school.
She initially thought she’d go into
civil or electrical engineering; however,
the University of British Columbia
(UBC) introduced her to the broad
spectrum of engineering careers
available, including engineering
physics, which she fell in love with.
She chose to specialize in orthopedic
surgery and biomechanics after
taking an anatomy elective.

Willis spent three summers working
as a full-time research assistant in
the AERL. She says having the
opportunity to work in the lab gave
her practical experiences and helped
build her confidence.
“I didn’t know what it meant to do
research and couldn’t see myself in a
place like that,” says Willis. “Just being
in a supportive environment, being
able to make mistakes and try things
was transformative.”

Koelewyn used the knowledge and
skills she learned to work on several
biomedical engineering projects while
obtaining her degree. She redesigned
a device used in guided dental
implant surgery called a patient tracker
for Navigate Surgical, which had
limitations preventing doctors from
using it in all situations and on all
patients. The new “patient tracker”
device took many attempts to perfect,
but it worked.
For a school project at UBC with
a colleague, she developed an
inexpensive device that tracks
movement data for patients’ preand post- knee or hip replacement
surgery that allows doctors to intervene when the patient is exercising
too much or not enough. During a
semester abroad, Koelewyn also
worked on a project to redesign
an operation tool to save time in
orthopaedic surgeries.
She graduated this spring with
an engineering physics degree

Willis is also a founding member of the
VIU public outreach group Awareness
of Climate Change through Education
and Research (ACER).
She completed her PhD at the
University of Toronto in 2017.
Her work focused on atmospheric
chemistry observations collected in
the Canadian High Arctic, using a mass
spectrometer in an airplane to hone
in on the influence of sea ice loss on
Arctic aerosol chemistry and clouds.

from UBC, specializing in biomechanical engineering.
“My goal is to end up in project-based
work, specifically mechanical design,
while keeping doors open for graduate
studies. I love learning and with each
project comes a whole new set of
challenges in learning anatomy,
physiology, technical requirements,
brainstorming, and design. I thrive
in this kind of environment.”

Careers in
$26-$69/hour
Starting wages for computer and
information systems managers.

$20-$67/hour
Starting wages for civil engineers.

95,000+
Engineering jobs are expected
to be available by 2020 due to
retiring employees.
Sources: engineerscanada.ca; workbc.ca;
BC Labour Market Outlook (2018 edition)

While she isn’t flying around
the Arctic any longer, she is
continuing her research focusing
on detailed mechanistic chemistry
in the lab.
“My goals at the moment are
to continue doing research,”
says Willis. “I really like working
with other people in a mentoring
type relationship, and working
in a research-focused university
would be ideal.”|
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Transform your education
into a global adventure
B Y R A E -A N N E G U E N T H E R
Photos courtesy of Elissa Doerksen

Do you have the travel bug?
A field school, exchange or
internship abroad experience
is your passport to becoming
a global citizen.
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The best things in life are not things — they are the lasting memories
created by interacting with people and the world around us.

Elissa Doerksen’s experiences in Italy were life-changing.

“The experiences I have gained
from travelling are worth any material
item I could ever own,” says Elissa
Doerksen, a VIU Bachelor of Arts
in Digital Media Studies alumna.
During her first year at VIU, Doerksen
travelled to New York for a one-week
art tour co-organized by the Graphic
Design and Visual Art departments.
“I had never travelled by myself before,
so having the university set everything
up for me made me feel comfortable.
It took the stress and worry out of
travelling,” she remembers.
VIU is renowned across Canada for
its short-term, faculty-led field schools,
says Jennifer Sills, VIU Education
Abroad Manager.
“We have a strong field school tradition
at VIU thanks to our wonderful,
dedicated faculty who work tirelessly
to offer these programs each year,”
she says. “The programs are usually
less than six weeks and students
may receive academic credit
for them. These study abroad
opportunities are popular due to
the short duration and supportive
group travel experience, making them
accessible to a variety of students.”

Become a Global citizen
About 300 VIU students attend field
schools each year to countries such
as Belize, Vietnam, Ghana, England
and India – just to name a few.
Doerksen got the travel bug after
visiting the Big Apple, and couldn’t
wait for another opportunity to
catch a plane elsewhere. In her
third year of studies, she signed
up for a one-month study abroad
opportunity to Italy through the
Liberal Studies department.
“It was a liberal arts field school
focusing on the Renaissance,”
she says. “Even though it didn’t
directly relate to my program, I was
able to earn the credits I needed to
complete my degree.”
Doerksen ended up applying skills
learned from her program to the field
school. As a work-op student with

VIU videographer John Gardiner,
she received funding to produce videos
about her experiences studying abroad.
Although Doerksen got on a plane with
strangers, she returned from her trip
with long-lasting friendships.
“I was looking forward to the experiences
I would have and the places I would
go to while I was in Florence, but I
never thought about the meaningful
friendships I would create while there,”
says Doerksen. “I got to know so many
wonderful fellow students who I would
have never met if we had not gone on
this trip together.”

broader perspective
Field school sizes range from a handful
of students to groups of more than 40.
Doerksen travelled with a dozen
students and two faculty members
from VIU, and in Florence, they
joined a cohort from Toronto-based
Ryerson University.
“We would study the textbook in a
classroom and the next day we would
visit the places we were reading about,”
Doerksen says. “I don’t think I would
have retained as much or been as
interested in the content if I had not
experienced it first-hand.”
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Take your education around the world
There are many opportunities for VIU students to travel and learn internationally:
• VIU organizes about 15 Field Schools (less than six weeks) for approximately
300 students each year
• University exchange programs (at least 3-4 months)
• Global Studies Internship Program
• Anthropology Studies Internship Program
• Co-ops and internships available through the Centre for Experiential Learning
• Queen Elizabeth Scholarship program
• International cooperation projects
“It is important that our students have
an opportunity to make connections to
what they are studying in the classroom and apply it on a global scale,”
says Sills. “Through study abroad
opportunities, students are able to
develop the skills to become more
engaged global citizens by becoming
more aware of how their actions create
an impact both locally and globally.”
Some of Doerksen’s favourite places to
visit were Cinque Terre, a centuries-old
seaside village on the rugged Italian
Riviera coastline, and Pisa, where she
got to see the famous Leaning Tower.

A voyage of self-discovery

why study abroad?

University is a time for students to set
the foundation for their future careers,
but it is also an important time for
self-discovery. When you travel the
world, you end up exploring yourself
in the process.

“International experience is a major
asset to have when applying for jobs
within your desired field and for
graduate school applications. To be
able to state to future employers or for
graduate school applications that you
gained a greater appreciation for
another culture, this skill of being
flexible and open translates well in the
global environment we now live in.”
— Alissa Ward, a Bachelor of Business
Administration student, who went on the
Wine Management Field School to France

“As students we tend to get overwhelmed with financial burdens,
but study abroad opportunities are
definitely worth it in the long-term,” says
Doerksen. “Because of my Italy trip I
have broadened my perspective about
the world and how I interact with it.” |

“Of all the places we got to explore,
I think our day trip to Assisi is the most
memorable,” she says. “The small town
stands out the most for me due to
its rich history. They have a museum
that has, ironically, preserved many
material items from a culture that did
not value material items. I remember
carefully considering these historical
items and reflecting on how we are
treating that history today.”

Ways to learn about other cultures without leaving campus
World VIU Days: A week-long annual event where students and employees
explore how culture influences the way we make sense of the world –
our worldview.
Global Citizens Week: An annual week of campus events, visiting speakers
and classroom dialogues that explore issues of global development at home
and abroad.
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“As a Queen Elizabeth Scholarship
recipient, I am now part of the global
community of leaders who made the
journey abroad to gain international
experience in my field. I can now
speak to conservation and community
development issues and opportunities
in a way that I would not have been
able to before arriving in Ghana.”
— Kristina Vaudry, a Bachelor of Tourism
Management student who went to Wechiau
Community Hippo Sanctuary in Ghana for
an internship
“Doing an exchange through VIU’s
Education Abroad program was
life-changing. There is nothing like
meeting people from all over the
world, learning their cultures and
sharing yours as you explore a new
country together. The exchange
program has by far been the highlight
of my university career, even causing
me to change my major to international business because of my new love
to learn about cultures.”
— Keith Douglas Penner, a Bachelor of
Business Administration student, who
completed an exchange semester at the
University of Huelva, Spain
For more stories, visit international.
viu.ca/education-abroad/blog.

An exciting benefit for
you as a Vancouver Island
University graduate.
Get preferred rates and coverage
that fits your needs.

You save with
preferred
insurance rates.

Take advantage of your
alumni benefits.
You have access to the TD Insurance
Meloche Monnex program. This means you can
get preferred insurance rates on a wide range of
home, condo and renter’s coverage that can be
customized for your needs.
For over 65 years, TD Insurance has been helping
Canadians find quality insurance solutions.
Feel confident your coverage fits your needs.
Get a quote now.

Recommended by:

HOME | CONDO | TRAVEL

Get a quote and see how much you could save!
Call 1-888-589-5656
or go to tdinsurance.com/viu
The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program is underwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY. It is distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance and
Financial Services, Inc. in Québec, by Meloche Monnex Financial Services Inc. in Ontario, and by TD Insurance Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of
Canada. Our address: 50 Place Crémazie, 12th Floor, Montréal, Québec H2P 1B6. Due to provincial legislation, our car and recreational insurance
program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. Wide Horizons Solution® travel insurance is administered by RSA Travel
Insurance Inc. and is underwritten by Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance Company of Canada. Medical and claims assistance, claims payment and
administrative services are provided by the administrator described in the insurance policies. All trade-marks are the property of their respective owners.
® The TD logo and other TD trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.
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Parting Words

by Aly Winks

As President and Vice-Chancellor of Vancouver Island University for the
last 12 and a half years, Dr. Ralph Nilson has led the institution through some
of its largest transitions. Under his tenure, VIU’s largest capital projects
to date were completed, the institution was granted full university status,
many new programs were added and VIU’s reputation for providing
excellence in education grew exponentially.
A dedicated educator who kept the experience and success of students
at the centre of all his decisions, VIU’s very first President Emeritus has shaken
more than 17,000 hands at convocation over the years and is “proud of every
single one of those students.” Now retired, he was happy to share some
memories and insights into his time here with VIU Magazine.

Dr. Ralph Nilson served as the last president of Malaspina University-College
and the inaugural President and Vice-Chancellor of VIU. He completed his
third and final term in June 2019. The building to his right, the Centre for
Health and Science, now bears his name.
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What are some things people might not know
about the job of president?
It’s an all-encompassing job of stewardship. So much of it
goes on outside the institution. Providing leadership here
draws you to so many different places – like going to
Victoria or Ottawa to raise awareness about issues and
initiatives with the provincial and federal governments.
We have a large and active community of donors and
sponsors we meet with, and organizations and industries
we work with on a regular basis. I take the story of VIU
internationally and meet with ambassadors and consuls
general and institutional partners around the world.
So much of what we can deliver to our students is based
on the strength of our reputation.
The biggest and best part of this job is about developing
relationships with people and truly listening to them so
you understand the issues and get ideas. Post-secondary
education is filled with bright, capable people with fantastic
ideas and you can’t hear them if you don’t listen. We must
listen to be able to put our plans together and people
are really starting to understand the importance of their
voice in how we shape VIU.

What were some of the most successful
initiatives you worked on?
The transition to a university is a major one. We are still
transitioning, and it is really very exciting. I’m very proud
of the work we have done to increase access for students
to VIU. We have the responsibility to open the door to
education to all people. We know education is a key
determinant of social change and sustainable prosperity

for individuals and communities. As a values-based
institution we work hard to feed the forces of inclusion
and starve the forces of exclusion. There is a continuously
growing disparity between those who have choices and
those who don’t. We can’t let that disparity grow any larger.

Are you really retiring?
I am retiring, but I will be around and I will still be doing
a lot of things. I have strong relationships in the federal
and provincial governments and I want to help bring
those resources to bear on areas where they can make
meaningful improvements to student access. I will be
spending time with Suzie, our family and the grandchildren
in Regina and Ottawa. I want to get out on the water
fishing, or hiking some of our coastal trails.
In this era of uncertainty, what advice can you offer to
people who are just starting out or building their careers?
First of all, I’d call it an era of opportunity. An incredible
talent pool is developing at VIU and post-secondary
institutions around the world. This talent pool will develop
social and business innovations we can’t even dream
of yet. They will create jobs and amazing opportunities
for other people. People say we can’t imagine what the
future will bring. We have never known what the future
will bring. Never underestimate the human ability to amaze
and innovate. Young people are emerging as new leaders
with motivation and passion. They are engaged in their
communities, they are thinking carefully about the world
they want and showing that they are leading with their
hearts and minds. |

For the full interview, please go to news.viu.ca/viu-magazine.
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if you're going
through hell,
keep going
talking about it.
by Rae-Anne Guenther

In any given year in Canada, one in five people will personally experience a mental health
issue or illness, according to the Canadian Mental Health Association.
Yet, despite how common this experience is, almost one-half of those people
who feel they have suffered from depression or anxiety never go to see a doctor about it.
Three VIU students speak out about their experiences.
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Show support

Our minds can act like a broken record;
stuck on a bad thought pattern that
continues to loop – over and over
again. Even when you want to change
the song, the melody is stuck on
repeat. When you are “in it,” it can
seem that you will never get out and
that nobody except you can do
anything about it.
“I felt like I had this dark cloud hanging
over me all the time,” says Avery
Snider, a VIU Sport, Health and
Physical Education (SHAPE) student.
“I didn’t realize that I was struggling
with depression and that I should talk
to someone about it.”

When we see someone we care about struggling, our instinct is to support
them. How we provide that support makes an impact. Here are some tips on
how to be supportive in a positive way:
BE AVAILABLE. Let them know they are not alone and express your sympathy.
LISTEN. Let the person talk openly without hearing advice or dismissal of their
thoughts and feelings. Do not share it with others, except if they talk about
suicide – contact professional help when suicidal thoughts are voiced.
ASK WHAT THEY NEED, don’t do what you feel they need.
REASSURE THEM THAT YOU CARE ABOUT THEM. It can be a comfort just
to know there are people who care.

Accessing services
ON-CAMPUS
Avery Snider, a VIU Sport, Health and Physical Education
(SHAPE) student.

Although Snider was aware that mental
health disorders existed, she struggled
with anxiety for years without acknowledging it. As someone who excels in
academics and is an avid athlete on
the VIU Mariner’s women’s basketball
team, to an outsider she appears to
have it all together. Snider says she
has often felt pressure from social
media and in social settings to pretend
everything is always going well.
“I was struggling in silence, which just
made all my emotions build up over
the years,” she says. “I thought I could
just push through those emotions and
they would go away on their own.”
But those emotions didn’t disappear
– instead, they amplified after a difficult
break-up last summer, and Snider
found herself forced to finally confront
what she had been avoiding for years.
She began isolating herself from her
friends and getting out of bed in the
mornings started to seem impossible.
Basketball, which was once the centre

Counselling Services: 250.740.6416, services.viu.ca/counselling
Campus Security (Nanaimo): 250.740.6600
Know More campaign: viu.ca/know-more
OFF-CAMPUS
Vancouver Island Crisis Line: 1.888.494.3888
Sexual Assault Response Program: 250.756.2452
of her universe, became the last thing
she wanted to do.
“I kept telling myself it was just a
break-up – everyone goes through
them, so why should I be so upset?”
she says. “But after years of holding
everything in, eventually it exploded
emotionally in me.”

Reaching out
Snider started by calling the Vancouver
Island Crisis Hotline and accessing the
counsellors at VIU.
“Talking to strangers was a bit of a
safety net for me, because they didn’t
hold any judgement towards me and
didn’t have any biases. All they did was
listen,” she says. “The counsellors at
VIU really helped me get through
when I was feeling extremely low.”

VIU’s Health and Wellness Centre
provides a variety of services and
information for students including
medical services, individual counselling, wellness groups, workshops
and connection to other resources.
Health and Wellness services are
available in Building 200 (Student
Affairs) on the third floor, or by calling
250.740.6416 for counselling services
or 250.740.6620 for the medical clinic.
“The most important message we can
send to our students is that you are not
alone,” says Bryan Tinlin, Director of
Student Services. “Our counsellors offer
safe, professional and confidential
services to enrolled VIU students.
They collaborate with students in
a compassionate setting to clarify
concerns, establish goals and explore
resources for well-being. They offer a
2019
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Help to heal
Feeling safe is a basic human need, and without it, fear can take over
any or all aspects of a person’s physical and mental health. That trauma
will look different for everyone. For Ashley Smith*, not feeling safe in
her own skin amplified her sleep problems.
The summer after high school graduation, Smith was sexually assaulted
at a friend’s house party. Unable to cope or open up about the incident,
her sleep issues heightened.
“Whenever I would go to bed at night, I would wake up in terror,”
she says. “I already had sleeping issues before this, so I didn’t correlate
the trauma with my lack of sleep.”
Smith thought she left behind her scars when she moved from
her hometown in Ontario to British Columbia to start over at VIU.
For a while, things were getting a lot better. Her sleep was improving
and she felt comfortable enough to open up to a close male friend
about her past.
“I came to really trust him and felt I could open up about what
happened to me,” she says. But one night after crashing at his
place, she woke up to uninvited hands on her body.
“That broke me. After everything I had already gone through and
then to have my boundaries violated once again,” she says.

This is when sleep became non-existent. Smith would go a week
without sleep and ended up passing out in her morning class.
Struggling to keep up with her studies and fearing being labelled
a failure by family members, Smith didn’t know where to turn. She
finally talked to her parents about her situation, and her mother
suggested seeking out support services at VIU.
“I started accessing the counselling services at VIU and they helped
me get a late withdrawal from one of my classes,”
Smith says. “The counsellors gave me options to apply for temporary
disability, how I could report my offender or take further action. They
give you all the knowledge you need to make an informed decision.”
The counsellors gave her coping strategies and time management
exercises. Her teacher was understanding about the process, and
didn’t question her reasons for withdrawing. Thanks to the support
services offered by VIU, Smith is now retaking the course and
managing her sleep issues and trauma.
“The biggest thing for me is that I feel I am the school’s child.
The counsellors, clinic staff and academic advisors are all part
of my family and provide that safe spot for me. With their support,
I was able to get through the trauma and begin to heal.”
*Name has been changed to protect the privacy of the student.

variety of services which can assist in
the management of personal challenges,
allowing students to have the best
university experience possible.”
Eventually, Snider found the courage
to open up to her family and friends,
and the response was heartening.
Her parents – now the first people she
calls when she is feeling overwhelmed
– would drive down from the Comox
Valley after work to spend the night
so she wasn’t alone with her thoughts.
Snider’s basketball coach, Tony Bryce,
told her the last thing he was worried
about was her attending basketball
practice and that the team was there
to support her in any way she needed.
“We had a really emotional talk about
my struggles, and he shared with me
that he had his own personal struggles
at my age,” she says. “It made me
realize that we all struggle and that
it doesn’t mean this is the end of the
world. Relating with someone made
me feel less alone.”
By sharing her story, Snider’s struggles
suddenly didn’t seem so big and
never-ending. Opening up about her
feelings also led to opportunities for
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more supports. One of her VIU
professors referred her to a therapist,
with whom she continues to work.
Vedran Obradovich, a VIU Mariner’s
Men’s Volleyball team and Political
Science alum, knows all too well the
importance of sharing your struggles.
His most important advice to others
struggling is to not keep it bottled
up inside.
“If you talk about your struggles, you
will feel better. Sharing your challenges
puts everything into perspective and
gives you the clarity to work through
those issues,” he says.
Obradovich has struggled with his
own mental health challenges since
immigrating from Croatia to attend
university. Arriving in a new country
with no support or connection to
anyone, added with the stress of
juggling a full-time job, sports and
studies, got overwhelming for him.
“My schedule was so hectic that it
was hard to take time to slow down,”
he says. “I would find myself having
a break down every three months or
so when my emotions would catch
up to me. I’ve found that doing yoga

Vedran Obradovich, a Political Studies alum.

or meditating is really important to
re-setting my mind.”
Our mental health – arguably the most
important asset we have – is often
overlooked as it’s easy to ignore
something we can’t physically see.
It can often take the back burner when
work, school or other commitments
are demanding our attention. But as
Snider has realized, if you continue
to ignore your feelings, eventually
they will come to the surface.
“I wish I had done something about
it earlier, but I am happy I have now
reached out for support,” she says.
“If you notice that you are not feeling
yourself and are struggling, the
best thing you can do for yourself is
seek supports as quickly as possible.
We can’t do this alone.” |

Research@VIU
Every year, faculty and students at VIU go out into communities to participate in research that is having a significant
impact on the region as well as giving students important experiential learning opportunities. Here are a few
projects they engaged in this year. For more stories, visit research.viu.ca.

Gender Historians Bring International Research Journal to VIU

History Professors Dr. Cheryl Krasnick Warsh (left), Dr. Katharine Rollwagen and Dr. Cathryn Spence (not pictured) are the North American co-editors of Gender & History.

The world’s leading journal on the
history of gender relations is now
basing its North American editorial
operations out of VIU.

Minnesota, she jumped at the chance.

Last year, VIU History Professors
Dr. Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, Dr. Katharine
Rollwagen and Dr. Cathryn Spence
made a successful bid to become
co-editors of Gender & History, a
well-respected international journal that
publishes academic articles exploring
the history of gender relations.

“It’s another way to bring VIU into the
spotlight internationally and showcase
the expertise of our professors,” says
Krasnick Warsh. “The three of us
specialize in different aspects of gender
history and we all teach courses that
relate to gender, so we’re having fun
incorporating what we’re learning into
our lectures now that we’re exposed to
all the emerging, cutting-edge research
in this discipline.”

The journal started about three decades
ago by two female historians, one
located in New York State, the other
in England. When Krasnick Warsh
learned about the open call to take
over the North American home of the
publication from the University of

VIU will be the home of Gender & History
for the next five years, with the option
to renew for another five years before
it passes to another North American
institution. The journal publishes three
times per year, and the VIU editors work
closely with the other editorial team at

the University of Glasgow to review
and vet content.
“So far the best part of the job for
me is collaborating with colleagues,
both at VIU and at other institutions,”
says Rollwagen. “The other bonus is
the opportunities the journal gives our
student editorial assistants; working
with and mentoring them is a rewarding
part of the job. The skills they acquire
managing both manuscripts and people
are invaluable.”
“We work well together as editors,
the students we have hired as our
editorial assistants have exceeded
expectations, and we are looking
forward to further promoting the
journal and VIU in coming years,”
adds Spence. |
2019
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Research@VIU
Developing a Water Budget for Vancouver Island
much water is available for human use.
“Once completed, the water budget will
give us scientific measurements and
estimates regarding the amount of water
in each basic component of the hydrological cycle, allowing us to calculate the
movement of water throughout the entire
system,” says Gilchrist.

Geography Professor Dr. Alan Gilchrist in the field with students.

In resource-rich Canada, people often
assume our water supply is limitless,
but between contamination and overuse,
we have to wonder: how much water is
really available?
VIU Geography Professor Dr. Alan
Gilchrist and Master of Geographic
Information Systems Applications student
Tim Sivak have partnered with the BC
Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development; the Regional District of Nanaimo;
and the Cowichan Valley Regional District
to develop a water budget that will help
answer this question for many communities and regions across Vancouver Island.

In February 2016, the BC Government
updated its Water Act with the Water
Sustainability Act (WSA). The goal of
the WSA is to ensure a sustainable
supply of fresh, clean water to meet
the needs of BC residents now and in
the future. With that in mind, the Act
requires that groundwater be licensed
for non-domestic use.
“The problem is that nobody is sure how
much water is actually out there because
there is limited information and mapping
available,” says Gilchrist. “This runs the
risk of over-allocation of water.”
This is where the water budget comes
in – to provide an understanding of how

Basic components of water budgets
include precipitation (rain and snow),
evapotranspiration (evaporation from soil,
transpiration by plants, etc.), surface
water (lakes and rivers), groundwater
flow (aquifers) into and out of the
watershed; changes in surface water
and groundwater storage; changes in
snow and ice storage; and human
withdrawals and inter-basin transfers.
Gilchrist is working closely with Sivak to
determine a way to quantify existing data.
From here, Sivak will develop a computer
model and together they will create a
publicly accessible, interactive map.
“Existing climate change data shows
that Vancouver Island can expect an
increase in overall temperatures, an
increase in the amount of rain in the
winter and drier summers,” says Gilchrist.
“Water systems on Vancouver Island
are already stressed during the summer
but with the information provided by the
model, we will be able to better predict
and prepare for these changes.” |

Recreation Prescription Project Gets Youth Moving
VIU is empowering elementary school
children to take charge of their health
through a new recreation program.
Thanks to a $50,000 grant from Island
Health, the University has partnered
with the City of Nanaimo Parks and
Recreation, the Nanaimo Division of
Family Practice, and the Nanaimo
Ladysmith School District to introduce
Grade 5 students to more active
lifestyles. The 16-week Recreation
Prescription Project is offered in three
elementary schools to more than
100 students.
Grade 5 students participating in the Recreation Prescription Project in Spring 2019.
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Research@VIU
New Drug Testing Methodology Aims to Help Save Lives

a small drop of sample is placed on a
pointy paper strip, which is directly
analyzed by the instrument.

VIU Chemistry Professor Chris Gill (right) and PhD candidate Scott Borden.

A device that gives drug users immediate
knowledge that could prevent an
overdose and even death is what
VIU researchers hope to make a reality
in the near future.
Chris Gill, VIU Chemistry Professor and
Co-Director of the Applied Environmental
Research Laboratories (AERL), and his
team have developed a method for
checking drugs for toxic substances, such
as fentanyl or carfentanil, using mass
spectrometers. While existing methods
can tell users if these substances are
present, the new methodology is able to
quickly measure levels present using very
small samples, providing results on-site
as opposed to sending a sample to a lab.
“It doesn’t do any good to say your drug
is tainted with fentanyl or carfentanil or

“We are targeting 10-year-olds as
research shows this is the age children
are still willing to try new things without
fear of peer judgment and aren’t too
concerned with personal appearances,”
says Joanne Schroeder, Chair of VIU’s
Master of Arts in Sustainable Leisure
Management program. “We are trying
to introduce students to leisure access
before those factors start to influence
them and it becomes more difficult to
get them active.”
Students participated in the program for
two hours per week each semester from

whatever other drug – what people
really need to know is whether it is
at a dangerous level,” explains Gill.
Their research has earned the team
a $25,000 prize in Stage 1 of the Health
Canada Drug-Checking Technology
Challenge. Funds will be used to help
push the research through to the second
stage of the challenge and a possible
prize of $100,000. The final stage awards
$1 million to the winner.
Thermo Fisher Scientific, a major mass
spectrometer manufacturer, has loaned
Gill and the AERL its newly developed,
high-throughput direct sampling system,
a VeriSprayTM PaperSpray ion source
equipped mass spectrometer. Paper Spray
is a way of introducing samples to a
mass spectrometer. For the drug testing,

October to March. Activities included
nature walks, playing games to develop
physical literacy, treasure hunts, ice
skating, participating in team sports,
swimming, and exploring local parks
and trails.
It wasn’t just elementary school
students learning. Nursing; Sport,
Health and Physical Education (SHAPE);
Tourism and Recreation; and Child and
Youth Care students teamed up to
implement the program. Concurrently,
the team conducted a research report
focusing on the students’ social, mental

“We are extremely grateful for the
support of Thermo Fisher,” says Gill.
“The VerisprayTM system we are receiving
will allow us to easily perform paper
spray mass spectrometry methods in our
research, crucial for our development of
advanced harm reduction drug checking
methods and technologies.”
The biggest hurdle for the AERL team is
to secure more than $500,000 in funding
– which Gill has been actively seeking
– to hire a post-doctoral researcher and
develop truly portable instrumentation
for harm reduction use on-site.
“This system is also adaptable,” adds Gill.
“We are facing a fentanyl crisis in Canada
and the United States right now, but we
don’t know what the next opioid or other
dangerous drug that hits the streets is
going to be. We can easily change our
method to add the detection of new
substances as we become aware of them,
helping people who use drugs make better
decisions or change their drug use.” |

and physical well-being through
pre-, mid- and post-health assessments
and wellness surveys.
“For many program participants, the
only time that they are physically active
is during school hours,” says Alyshia
Coombs, project coordinator.
“By allowing the students access to
activities such as swimming, walking
to their local park, or talking about the
importance of imagination and taking
screen breaks, it encourages them to
participate with their family and friends
after school hours.” |
2019
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the class of
The future is full of infinite possibilities for the more than 1,200 Vancouver Island University graduates who
crossed the stage this year. Fuelled by their passions and equipped to excel in their fields thanks to hands-on
learning opportunities and the support they received during their time at VIU, grads are ready to take
on new challenges and opportunities in their chosen career paths. Three grads who had the opportunity
to research real-world problems while at VIU share what lies ahead for them.

Emma Gillis | Creating Conversations about the Opioid Epidemic
by Rae-Anne Guenther

Supporting the rights and well-being of children, youth and
families is a passion for Child and Youth Care (CYC) alum
Emma Gillis.

VIU Professor Stephen Javorski says Gillis’s passion for her
community and for the opioid crisis project led her to continue
developing the project during her fourth year of study.

“What drew me to the CYC program at VIU is its focus on
relational and experiential learning,” she says.

“Emma’s work embodies the intended purpose of the
outreach centre – to provide meaningful learning opportunities for students while helping to provide support to community members,” he says. “It has been a pleasure working with
Emma during her studies at VIU and I wish her the best as
she starts the next chapter of her academic career.”

Gillis received that hands-on learning experience through
the Centre for Community Outreach and Care (CCOC),
a third-year practicum placement for students. The centre
works with local Nanaimo stakeholders to identify community
needs and engage in child- and family-focused activities.
Over the past two years, Gillis had the opportunity to research
and analyze how children, youth and families within the
community are impacted by the opioid epidemic. The focus
of her practicum was coordinating a series of communitybased dialogues. The other component of the project was
to create a children’s group for those affected by the opioid
poisoning epidemic.
“This project has had a tremendous impact on the community,
bringing together a wide range of community members,
service providers and young people impacted by the
epidemic, honouring and valuing the lived and living
experiences of community members,” says Gillis. “It was
a great experience discovering the immense strength
our community holds.”
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Throughout her time at VIU, Gillis’s passion for supporting
children and families has only deepened. Her experiences
through the program have helped broaden her understanding
of the many inequities people in the community face on
a daily basis.
“It has allowed me to not only recognize but truly value
the internal strengths and resiliencies each of these families
hold,” says Gillis. “The program has provided me the
opportunity to gain a deeper sense of self, recognizing my
own strengths, limitations and privileges and how they all
relate to and interact with the work I intend to engage in.”
Gillis starts a Master of Arts in Child and Youth Care at the
University of Victoria this fall, and hopes to continue engaging
in community-based research that bridges the gap between
people accessing services and those providing the services. |

Lainy Nowak | Planning for a Better Future
by Jenn McGarrigle

There is no such thing as a typical day for Lainy Nowak.
The Vancouver Island University Master of Community
Planning (MCP) alum, who started work as a City of Nanaimo
Planning Assistant earlier this year, says each day brings new
challenges and learning opportunities that keep her on her
toes. From helping the public understand land use within the
city, to supporting development permits and applications that
represent growth and change in the community, Nowak is
amazed by all the exciting things happening in Nanaimo and
thrilled to be part of it.
“I feel grateful to be in a position that allows me to shape
the community I live in,” says Nowak. “Not only am I at the
start of an exciting career because the MCP program set me
up for success, but I also find myself in a naturally stunning
city in one of the most beautiful places in Canada. It can’t
get much better than this.”
Growing up in Prince George, Nowak completed an
undergraduate degree in political science and international
studies and a public administration certificate at the
University of Northern British Columbia. Like many
undergrads, she wasn’t sure what she wanted to do after
graduating, so she taught English in Japan for a year.
When Nowak came back, she worked at the City of Prince
George in a role that allowed her to see how different
departments function within a municipality.
“The planning department really seemed to be where all
the buzz and excitement was coming from; however I was
faced with a ‘glass ceiling’ on how far I could advance
within the city without further education, so I decided to
apply for planning school,” she remembers. “To my surprise,
I was accepted into planning programs across the country.
I chose Nanaimo because you can’t beat being close to
the mountains and the ocean.”
Nowak has never regretted her decision. She says the
hands-on experiences she’s had access to at VIU have

ultimately helped her get the job she’s in now. For example,
she helped Dr. Pam Shaw, Director of the MCP program,
start a peer-reviewed online academic journal called
Future Plans. As editor of the journal, which accepts
submissions from students, professional planners,
consultants and researchers across Canada, Nowak
created a website, engaged a panel of reviewers and
put out calls for submissions.
For the past couple years, Nowak has conducted some
exciting research of her own on a timely topic – how to
help cities better prepare for natural disasters and climate
change. Last year, she travelled to Christchurch, New
Zealand, funded by a Queen Elizabeth Scholarship, to
work with that city’s Civil Defence and Emergency
Management department. In February 2011, a 6.2-magnitude
earthquake struck 10 kilometres southeast of Christchurch,
causing nearly 200 deaths and a massive amount of
damage to structures. Nowak was there to discover
what lessons city officials learned that could apply to
other communities.
“We are seeing the effects of climate change worldwide,”
she says. “The frequency of severe weather events
continues to increase, and we know that it’s only a matter of
time before the West Coast experiences a large earthquake.
My research explores how planning and policy can help
shape cities before an event happens in order to save lives,
ensure faster recovery and improve the well-being of people
who live in the community.”
Shaw says Nowak’s research project addresses a
knowledge gap – both here and in New Zealand.
“Lainy is an amazing ambassador for our program – she
exemplifies all of the practical, applied approaches we
strive to achieve, while also maintaining her enthusiasm
for solving problems and creating safe and welcoming
places,” she adds. |
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Joseph Monaghan | Saving Streams with Chemical Analysis
by Jenn McGarrigle

Joseph Monaghan plans to spend the next several years
developing a measurement technique that will allow scientists
to “take the lab to the water” to determine immediately
on-site if rivers, lakes or oceans are contaminated with toxic
chemicals and in need of remediation.
The Biology graduate is doing this work in VIU’s renowned
Applied Environmental Research Laboratories (AERL), which
conducts ground-breaking environmental and analytical
chemistry research, as part of a Master of Science degree
in the University of Victoria’s Department of Chemistry.
Monaghan got involved with the lab as a first-year student
after he approached one of his chemistry professors,
Dr. Christine Tong, and asked her how he could improve
his lab skills.
“I was really nervous in the lab and didn’t feel like my
practical skills were there,” he remembers. “She suggested
I go help out in the AERL and made the introductions.”
Dr. Erik Krogh, Co-Director of the AERL, discovered quickly
that Monaghan is “ the kind of student who makes a strong
impression in the classroom and in the research lab with
his ability to work a problem on the fly.”
“He has keen problem solving skills, an insatiable academic
curiosity and an intellectual generosity second to none,”
he adds.
Monaghan certainly achieved his initial goal of improving
his lab skills to excel in his classes – as a second-year student
he won a President’s Scholarship for being the top science
student at VIU – but the work had unexpected side effects.
He ended up working in the AERL as a full-time Research
Assistant with a Natural Science and Engineering Research
Council of Canada undergraduate research award for three
consecutive summers. He has also contributed to three peerreviewed scientific papers during this time – an exceptionally
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rare achievement. The experience has even changed what
he wants to do with his life.
Before entering university, his goal was to get into medical
school and become a doctor – a goal his mother hoped
meant he would have the funds one day to buy her a hot tub,
he jokes. As he moved from helping out with routine
measurements, to designing the research that will hopefully
save streams and other waterways and the flora and fauna
that depend on them, he realized that he wants to become
an environmental scientist.
“There’s a reason to be an environmental scientist everywhere in the world right now, but if I want to stay around here,
going to med school and becoming a doctor might still be my
best option,” says Monaghan, who is born and raised in
Nanaimo. “I don’t have a plan other than I’m hoping to finish
master’s and then a doctorate degree while working at the
AERL. I like solving problems – well, mostly the solving part,
the struggling part is less fun – and I like precise answers.”
Krogh describes Monaghan as an excellent communicator
who is very generous with his time, spending hours tutoring
and mentoring others while remaining humble about his
achievements. His friends like to joke about catching him
making his “annual mistake” and call him a nerd – as a
term of endearment – for his work helping others around
exam time.
All the extra work added up to exceptional grades, which
earned him a Governor General’s silver medal award
for being VIU’s top undergraduate student for 2019.
The award was presented at his convocation ceremony
in June. “I’m very honoured. Afterwards, I went around to
thank my profs – if it wasn’t for them, I wouldn’t have been
able to do it,” he says. “I’ve enjoyed and definitely abused
the very open-door policy of my profs.” |

Growth
comes in many forms

“The growth of VIU needs to match the growth of our region.”
— John Wynia, Imagine VIU Donor and retired owner of Harbourview Volkswagen
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OVER

330

Health, Trades and Chemistry
students graduate from
programs housed in the
new buildings annually

30

additional
Chemistry courses
for new major

new Trades, Health,
and Science Awards valued at

100,000

$

33.5%
increase in Trades
apprenticeship seats

75%

Energy savings due to
the District Geo-Exchange
Energy System

An ambitious campaign is raising money to equip
and complete VIU’s Dr. Ralph Nilson Centre for Health
and Science; Marine, Automotive and Trades Complex;
and District Geo-Exchange Energy System, and
support students studying in these new buildings.

Thank you to all who are helping us grow through
enhanced learning spaces, better equipment and
technology, and increased financial supports for
students, empowering our future leaders to reach
for their dreams.

Imagine the difference we can make together!
viu.ca/imagine
A campaign for Vancouver Island University
2019
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Alumni News

VIU is a special place for Tom Osborne (Recreation Administration Diploma ’88),
General Manager of Recreation and Parks for the Regional District of Nanaimo (RDN).
It’s where he met his wife Darcie, and both his son and daughter are now students
here. Highlights of his career with the RDN include the construction of Oceanside
Place Arena in Parksville, and working with regional boards and land trust
organizations to acquire, plan and develop the RDN’s regional parks system.|

Following a successful career in graphic and visual design that included work on the Spawn
movie and music videos for Pearl Jam, Korn and Swollen Members, Terence Fitzgerald
(Diploma of Fine Arts – Visual Arts ’92; Diploma of Applied Arts – Graphics ’91), is now a partner at
Sheringham Distillery in Sooke. The distillery recently won World’s Best Contemporary Gin
at the 2019 World Gin Awards. Congrats! |

1990s

1980s

YouTuber, freelance digital marketer
and published author Zoey Poulsen
(Sport, Health and Physical Education ’13)
is living la dolce vita in her dream city
– Rome, Italy. See page 41 for more
on her adventures since graduating
from VIU.

It’s been more than 20 years since Sarah Gilks (Applied Business Technology Diploma ’95) graduated, but she
credits her VIU education with laying the foundation on which she was able to build two businesses that
provide her with high six-figure incomes annually. Her lifestyle program, Healthy Role Models (HRM),
founded in 2011, is transforming lives through building a supportive community of like-minded women
eager to be their best selves. While HRM is now her focus, Gilks first built a nutrition-focused business
that went global, with more than 230,000 members. |

Becoming a hairstylist has opened up the world for Kevin Dieleman (Hairdressing
Certificate ’99), Art Director/Owner of Boycreative. On top of running a business
out of Maffeo Salon, Dieleman styles hair for magazine shoots and is an
educator with Davines, an Italian hair product company. His career has taken
him across the country and world, and he says that he’s only been limited by
his own imagination in what he can do. |
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2000s

A resilient wanderer, Margot Croft (Bachelor of Education ’00, ABT Certificate ’08 and
Master of Education ’15) has taken her education to the classrooms of School District 79,
The High School at VIU and Taiyuan, China. A self-described “educated tree-hugger,”
she is currently involved in carbon reporting, developing and implementing
campus-wide sustainability initiatives, and curating VIU’s sustainability social media
as Administrative Assistant for the Environment and Sustainability office. |
Guitar lessons with retired VIU Instructor Pat Coleman gave Tristan Clark (Assoc. in Music
Diploma 2000-2001) a strong musical foundation that he still uses to this day, whether
he’s teaching or performing. Clark works as an adjunct faculty member in the music
and performing arts programme at New York University and plays with his band,
The Tristones, which has a new album coming out later this year. He’s also in a
jazz-rock fusion band called Project Grand Slam, which reached No. 1 in the Billboard
Contemporary Jazz Chart last year with the album Trippin’. |
After VIU, Rob Tryon (Fisheries and Aquaculture Technician ’02) began a career as an
oyster farmer in Effingham Inlet in Barkley Sound, just off the west coast of
Vancouver Island. Looking for a way to make his product stand out, he dubbed
them “Effing” oysters. In May 2013, Tryon quit his business to pursue work in the
Alberta oil fields, but the Effing name did not die there. In 2015, he returned to
the seafood business as a fishmonger, establishing Effing Seafoods in Edmonton,
where he has been hooking locals on his fresh products ever since. |
After accumulating 10 years’ experience working as an automotive service technician,
Michael DeCiantis (Automotive Service Technician Certificate ’06) branched out on his own
in 2011 to open Supertech Diesel Truck Specialists Inc., one of the largest independent
repair facilities on Vancouver Island with nine employees. For the past three years,
Supertech has won Best Auto Servicing in the Nanaimo News Bulletin’s Best of the
City competition. |
In 1997 at the age of 65, June Jefferies (Bachelor of Arts ’07) made the courageous decision to
attend university for the first time. Her daughter-in-law had told her about free tuition for seniors
at VIU (then Malaspina University-College) and after raising four children, she knew it was time
for her to do something for herself. In 2007, Jefferies achieved her goal and graduated with
distinction, but this wasn’t the end of her academic journey. She can still be found on campus
visiting her favourite professors and taking in Arts and Humanities Colloquium lectures. |
Ten years after completing his education at VIU, Spencer Leakey (Bachelor of Business
Administration ’09) co-founded Leakey & Lewicki Ltd., a successful accounting firm located in
north Nanaimo, which formed in 2013. A certified public accountant in both Canada and the US,
Leakey enjoys advising on the complex Canadian and American tax laws and assisting clients
locally and across North America with their cross-border tax issues. Grateful for the strong
foundation he received at VIU, Leakey returns the favour by offering internships to VIU
students and coming back to talk to classes. |
As an Addiction Medicine Fellow with the BC Centre on Substance Use, Dr. Elizabeth Plant
(Bachelor of Arts, Major in Psychology ’09) is learning how to best support and treat patients
with addiction. Currently a resident physician with Island Health (she completed her family
medicine residency program in 2017 through UBC), she will join the new in-patient addiction
medicine service at Nanaimo Regional General Hospital when her program ends. Plant says
her VIU psychology degree provided her with a useful background for dealing with people
in difficult situations. |
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Jessica Sletto (Hairdressing Certificate ’08) always wanted to be a hairdresser.
Through School District 69’s Head Start program, which allows students to earn
post-secondary credits while finishing high school, she was able to complete her
training while finishing her final year of high school. A Senior Stylist at Urban Edge
Hair Group in Parksville, Sletto hopes to give back one day by becoming an
instructor in VIU’s Hairdressing program. |
Several VIU alumni working in various government positions had the chance to
congratulate VIU President Emeritus Dr. Ralph Nilson on his retirement, and meet
VIU’s new President and Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Deborah Saucier, at a special event
hosted at the Royal Society of Canada’s Walter House in Ottawa last spring. From left
to right: Marc Sorrie (Master of Arts in Sustainable Leisure Management 2011-2012), Canada
Games Council; Sven Schirmer (Bachelor of Arts, Major in Global Studies ‘12), Global Affairs
Canada; Richard Kulesza (Bachelor of Arts, Major in Global Studies ‘14), Natural Resources
Canada; Ralph Nilson; Deborah Saucier; Katie Durvin (Bachelor of Arts, Major in Global Studies ‘13), Global Affairs Canada;
Laurent Tran (Bachelor of Arts, Major in Global Studies ‘11), Global Affairs Canada; Shantel Beute (Bachelor of Arts, Major in Political
Studies ‘17), Infrastructure Canada; and Gerry Powell, retired naval officer (Master of Business Administration ‘17). |
Caroline Roach (Bachelor of Business Administration ’10), a mortgage broker and co-owner of
Fitzwilliam Mortgage Corp., is the VIU Alumni Association’s new president. She is proud to
be part of VIU’s transition history, having started her post-secondary education at Malaspina
University-College, and finishing after VIU transitioned to a full university. In addition to
volunteering for the Alumni Association, she sits on the board of directors for the Nanaimo
Art Gallery and is president of the Bayview Elementary School PAC. |
Third-year medical resident William Cope (Bachelor of Science ’11) loved every moment of his
VIU experience, saying that the constant support and rigorous training set him up for success.
After VIU, Cope moved to New York City to enter medical school at Cornell, where he met his
wife. They were then couples-matched into the internal medicine residency program at the
University of California, Los Angeles. Now in their third year of residency, they plan to stay
on as faculty at UCLA afterwards. |
After graduating, Kristy Aikman (Bachelor of Science in Nursing ’12) worked at West
Coast General Hospital in Port Alberni for two years on the medical surgical unit
before doing a perinatal specialty. She is now enjoying a position in the Labour,
Delivery, Recovery and Postpartum department at West Coast General. |

With his VIU education, James Reid (Electrical Certificate ’12) has worked in a variety of different
settings across two provinces, from industrial work in the Alberta oil sands, to electrical isolations
in a northern BC gold and copper mine, to installing radio communication equipment in heavy
machinery in northern Alberta. He’s currently back on the Island, working as a Maintenance
Electrician for School District 69. |
Dreams of pursuing medical school motivated Aaron Colyn (Bachelor of Science ’12) to study
microbiology and psychology at VIU, but plans changed when he discovered his love for the
science of fermentation. Once he realized that beer was going to be his true calling, he returned
to his home town of Port Alberni, where in March 2017 he opened Twin City Brewing. Since then,
the business has turned many folk into regular customers and accepted a wide range of
accolades for its beer, including Best in Show at the 2018 BC Beer Awards. Next steps include
expanding production capacity and keeping things ever-changing and always improving. |
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Design Duo Preserves Culture Through Fashion

Aunalee Boyd-Good, left, and Sophia Seward-Good are playing a role in cultural revitalization through fashion.

As owners of the second-generation
Coast Salish fashion design house
Ay Lelum – the Good House of
Design, sisters Aunalee Boyd-Good
(Bachelor of Arts, Major in English ’15)
and Sophia Seward-Good, who
studied at VIU between 2008 and
2013, are playing an important role
in the preservation of their culture,
one garment at a time.
Growing up around art – their
parents are both artists who also
owned a First Nations gallery and
wholesale business – instilled in
the two sisters a deep respect for
traditional Coast Salish culture and
the stories told in the artwork.

Under the mentorship of their mother,
Sandra Moorhouse-Good, who had
a popular clothing line in the 1990s,
Ay Lelum is a true family affair,
featuring traditional Coast Salish
art by their father, William Good,
as well as their brother, Joel Good.
“Words cannot express the
absolutely thrilling feeling of
seeing your collection on the
runway accompanied by the music
you recorded with your family,”
says Aunalee.
Notable accomplishments in recent
years include receiving a 2018
Business of the Year Award in the
one- to two-person enterprise

category at the BC Indigenous
Business Awards Gala in Vancouver,
and regular appearances at
Vancouver Fashion Week. Ay Lelum
designs can be found in about a
dozen stores, including locally at the
Nanaimo Art Gallery, with their most
notable account being BC Ferries.
“Under the teachings of our father,
we are able to connect art, history,
music and language, which are
inseparable, and work together
holistically to define the culture,”
says Aunalee. “It is truly an honour
and a blessing that Ay Lelum plays
a role in this cultural revitalization.”
The family of artists, who are always
eager to share their culture with
others, were at the VIU campus in
February for a celebration event to
mark the raising of the Te’tuxwtun
Totem Pole, carved by William Good,
in the new Dr. Ralph Nilson Centre
for Health and Science. |

Working for Texas Parks & Wildlife has changed the way Annie Hepp (Bachelor of Science,
Major in Biology ’12) views long distances and road trips. Through her work as a Regional
Interpretive Specialist, she covers Central Texas to the Texas Panhandle – an area
that takes up to seven hours to traverse from her home in Waco. She loves her job
connecting people to nature, and watching the more adventurous kiss a Texas
Longhorn cattle – something she herself has also done! |

Geographic Information System (GIS) Technician Dimitar MacKenzie (Bachelor of
Arts, Major in Geography ’17) is enjoying his new job mapping school districts for a
Surrey-based planning software company. MacKenzie isn’t quite done with the
books though, as he hopes to pursue additional career-focused training,
schooling and certifications. |
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While still a student at VIU, Fraser Paterson (Bachelor of Business Administration ’13)
started islanddailydeals.com with his girlfriend, which he later sold after
creating more than $6 million in local savings. During that time, he hired more
than 20 VIU alumni for different roles with the company. Now, Paterson works
remotely as a Director of Publishing for an ad tech company, and he and his
partner have spent the last three years travelling the world, working on creating
many new businesses. They have also spoken at some high-profile events,
most recently at a Google start-up event in Bali. |
Alex Keizer (Sport, Health and Physical Education ’15) truly made the most of her VIU education
by getting involved with Campus Recreation, the Storm the Stairs initiative and becoming a
student ambassador. Keizer went on to complete her Master of Science in Physiotherapy
at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, and after doing her residency, she moved back
to Nanaimo to start her practice as a pelvic health physiotherapist at Island Optimal Health
and Performance. She also works as a paediatric physiotherapist with the Nanaimo Child
Development Centre. |
As a Biology student at VIU, Erin Catherall (Bachelor of Science, Major in Biology ’17)
achieved something few undergraduate students achieve – she had a paper
detailing research she conducted for an upper-level biology class published
by Botany, a peer-reviewed Canadian journal. Catherall now works as a First
Nations Engagement Officer for BC Wildfire Service with the Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development. |

Hard work and dedication has added up to a successful career at an international accounting firm
for Daniel Gardiner (Bachelor of Business Administration ’16). Most recently, it’s also tallied up to a rare
accolade – earning a spot on the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada’s 2018 National
Honour Roll. Gardiner, who is now a Senior Accountant with KPMG Canada in Vancouver, scored
in the top 1% of the more than 6,000 Canadians who wrote the 2018 Common Final Examination
– the final step in becoming in Certified Professional Accountant. |

Farida El Sheshingy (Farida Salem) (Sport, Health and Physical Education ’17) has made it her life’s
work to empower women through sport. While at VIU, she was on the Mariners women’s soccer
team for three years, and as sports coordinator at VIU Residences, she created a sports and
recreation program that runs to this day, called Res Sports League. After graduating, El
Sheshingy worked in Canada for almost nine months before returning to Egypt to launch
Empower Football Academy for girls. The academy’s mission is to change the physical education
curriculum in Egypt. El Sheshingy wants to teach girls and young women that they can be strong
and resilient in their patriarchal society through being physically active and athletic. |

Life is pretty sweet these days for Kara Shedden (Baking and Pastry Arts Certificate ’16),
who opened an ice cream and macaron shop at Country Club Centre in 2018
called Burnt Honey Dessert Company. Burnt Honey supports as many local farmers,
businesses and artists as possible while using high-quality ingredients. Shedden,
who got her feet wet in the dessert industry by selling baked goods at local farmer’s
and artisan markets in Nanaimo after graduating, achieved her Red Seal certification
in November 2018. |
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A Career in the Clouds

YouTuber, freelance digital marketer
and published author Zoey Poulsen
(Sport, Health and Physical Education ’13)
is living la dolce vita in her dream city
– Rome, Italy. After graduating from
VIU, the 26-year-old moved to
Toronto, where she pursued a
post-graduate certificate in Sport and
Event Marketing from George Brown
College. Poulsen worked for a few
years in the corporate marketing
world before striking out on her own
to follow her passions – travelling
and sharing her positive message
with people. She’s written four books
focused on different aspects of
wellness and self-improvement. |

For most people, the prospect of spending days immersed in virtual
reality worlds is a pipe dream made possible only by winning the lottery
or some other turn of good fortune. For the folks at Qualicum-based
Cloudhead Games, five of whom are VIU alumni, this is their everyday.
Up against heavy competition from AAA studios for games like
Fallout 4 and Skyrim, the virtual reality game development company
recently won Virtual Reality Game of the Year for one of its latest games
– Heart of the Emberstone.
Antony Stevens (Bachelor of Arts, Major in Creative Writing ’16), the company’s
Community Relations Coordinator, chose VIU because he had heard
good things about the writing program. While at VIU, he took a game
theory course and the professor of the course, who knew the writer at
Cloudhead, recommended Stevens for a social media position.
Cinematic Designer Daniel Taylor (Digital Media Studies 2012 - 2013)
ended up getting the job at Cloudhead before he finished his program
– again through connections he made in the gaming community while
studying at VIU.
Programmer Cameron Oltmann (Electronics Technician Certificate ’93)
has always been interested in computers and video games; when
technology made virtual reality a possibility and a local source of
inspiration popped up, he was excited to join the Cloudhead team.

As owner of the Fourth Street and
Ladysmith Panago Pizza locations, as
well as a local development company,
Slava Govorov (Business Administration
Diploma ’14) is grateful for the
community he lives and does
business in. He gives back every
chance he gets – for example, he’s
a generous supporter of both the
VIU Mariners and student awards.
In honour of his growing reputation
as business leader, Govorov was
recognized as one of the Island’s
Top 20 Under 40 last year. |

Finance Manager Denise Warwaruk (Bachelor of Business Administration ’10)
became involved with Cloudhead because she recognized the unique
opportunity to express her entrepreneurial spirit while working for a
tech startup. The versatility of her VIU business degree provided her
with the ability to help direct and contribute to all aspects of business
operations for a newly formed company.
Lead Programmer Paul White (Diploma in Jazz Studies ’04) had his
passion for gaming fuelled in elementary school, when the school
librarian taught him how to script. He remembers his time studying
music at VIU with fondness.
Next up for Cloudhead is releasing its latest game, Pistol Whip,
described as an action-hero sensory trip. |
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Q&A

with Dr. Deb Saucier
VIU’s new President and Vice-Chancellor

For Dr. Deb Saucier, returning to Vancouver Island is a homecoming.
VIU’s new President and Vice-Chancellor as of July 4, 2019, Saucier spent
many of her formative years here completing first an International
Baccalaureate diploma at Metchosin-based Lester B. Pearson College of
the Pacific, and then bachelor’s and master’s degrees in psychology at
the University of Victoria. The accomplished neuroscientist, educator and
university administrator, who most recently served as president of MacEwan
University in Edmonton, was drawn to VIU for its commitment to student
success, teaching quality, supporting a healthy workplace, and its proven
commitment and track record of serving coastal and Indigenous communities.
Saucier is looking forward to carrying on the transformative work VIU
has been doing in the communities it serves, and showing her 11-year-old
daughter, Mia, and her husband, Chai Duncan, a curator and contemporary
artist, the places she enjoyed exploring in her younger years. Saucier was
happy to share a few details about her journey so far, and some of her
plans while at VIU.

Why did you choose a career
in academia?
To be honest, I fell into a career
in academia. During graduate school,
it became clear to me that I loved the
combination of research and teaching,
so academia really fit these interests.
I also loved meeting students and
hearing what they were interested
in and what they were worried about,
then tailoring their experiences in the
lab/classroom to try and help them
realize their dreams.
What are some of the strengths
you feel you bring to the position
of President of VIU?
It is really important to demonstrate
that your personal values are aligned
with the institution’s values. It is
clear that my values and those of
VIU are aligned. As well, I am an
essentially happy person, and I think
that my optimistic approach will
encourage people to bring their
best selves to the VIU community.
Finally, I am a good listener and
I use what I learn to inform decisions
and assess challenges and their
potential solutions.

One of VIU’s values is providing
access to high-quality education.
What does this mean to you?
I believe that education is
transformative, in that it transforms
individuals and the communities
to which they belong. This can
be demonstrated through VIU’s
commitment to the learners in the
mid-Island and coastal communities.
Many of our students do not want
to or cannot leave our region, and
without the opportunities provided
by VIU, access to educational
opportunities would be limited.
When our students stay here and
become local entrepreneurs, we show
in a real way the power that regional
institutions have as significant
players in the economic and social
development of communities.
What are some of the things
you hope to achieve during your
time at VIU?
First and foremost, I hope to learn
and incorporate the culture of VIU
into my daily practice. Universities all
have unique cultures, and learning
what makes a university tick is at
the heart of recognizing what
For more info, visit gov.viu.ca/president
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opportunities will make it thrive and
where there may be unique potential.
I would like to help VIU strengthen
the achievements of the last decade,
particularly related to VIU’s engagement with Indigenous learners and
their communities; and to develop
ways to stretch and grow these into
new opportunities. Second, I hope
to increase the prominence of VIU’s
variety of programs, particularly in
the communities that we serve,
so that we can meet our commitment
to providing access to high-quality
education. Finally, I hope to promote
the importance of diversity across
the institution because having a wide
variety of viewpoints and experiences
at the table will help ensure VIU’s
long-term relevance and sustainability.
If you could choose a different
career path, what would it be?
That is a really hard question, as
I really love my job. However, if I
had to choose a different career
and based on what I find interesting
in my current position, I might
consider something related
to law and governance. |

Little Feet. Big Responsibility.

Looking after your family is not just about today’s new shoes, it’s about always.
Our Term Life Insurance lets you live life fully and enjoy every moment, confident
that you have provided for the future of those most important to you.

Term Life Insurance
For a personalized quotation or to apply online, please visit us at:

solutionsinsurance.com/viu
1.800.266.5667

Underwritten by Industrial Alliance Insurance & Financial Services Inc.
iA Financial Group is a business name and trademark of Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc.
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Every child should have the
opportunity to access education
Help Vancouver Island University Foundation prepare youth for the jobs of the future

Currently, an estimated 70% of jobs will require some form of post-secondary education, yet less than half of the students graduating
from high schools in the Nanaimo region are transitioning to university. For many of these families, saving for university is a huge challenge.
While government grants such as the Canada Learning Bond are available to help low-income families save for their children’s
post-secondary, uptake is low. That’s why Vancouver Island University Foundation and SmartSAVER have formed a unique partnership
to raise awareness about the importance of saving for post-secondary education. Statistics show that children who have
$500 in a Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP) are 50% more likely to attend post-secondary.
The Canada Learning Bond Accelerator Project aims to raise $50,000 to support 100 local children in need with
an additional $500 incentive when families open an RESP and sign up for the Canada Learning Bond.

Your donation today can make a huge difference to a child’s tomorrow. For more information visit: viu.ca/clb

